Thermal Probing of E. coli RNA Polymerase Off-Pathway Mechanisms
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Introduction

RNA polymerase (RNAP) is an essential enzyme for cellular gene expression. In an effort to further understand the enzyme’s importance in the cell’s response to temperature, we have probed the kinetic mechanism of Escherichia coli RNAP by studying the force–velocity behavior of individual RNAP complexes at temperatures between 7 and 45 °C using optical tweezers. Within this temperature range and at saturating nucleotide concentrations, the pause-free transcription velocity of RNAP was independent of force and increased monotonically with temperature with an elongation activation energy of 9.7±0.7 kcal/mol. Interestingly, the pause density at cold temperatures (7 to 21 °C) was five times higher than that measured above room temperature. A simple kinetic model revealed a value of 1.29±0.05 kcal/mol for the activation energy of pause entry, suggesting that pause entry is indeed a thermally accessible process. The dwell time distribution of all observable pauses was independent of temperature, directly confirming a prediction of the model recently proposed for Pol II in which pauses are diffusive backtracks along the DNA. Additionally, we find that the force at which the polymerase arrests (the arrest force) presents a maximum at 21 °C, an unexpected result as this is not the optimum temperature for bacterial growth. This observation suggests that arrest could play a regulatory role in vivo, possibly through interactions with specific elongation factors.
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methods are well suited to studying the dynamics of transcription as the details of transient, unsynchronized behavior such as pausing cannot be easily probed by bulk biochemical or structural methods.

Extensive studies have shown that transcription elongation is a dynamically complex process.\textsuperscript{8–13} Elongation is often interrupted by pauses whose durations vary over several orders of magnitude. Different models have been proposed to explain the origin of these pauses. For example, biochemical and single-molecule studies have suggested that at least some of the pauses are caused by the polymerase backtracking along the DNA.\textsuperscript{11–13,17,18} There may also exist short, non-backtracked pauses corresponding to catalytically inactive states of the polymerase (Ref. 8 and references therein; Refs. 13,19,20). However, recent work on Pol II has suggested that most, if not all, observed pauses in single-molecule experiments are due to diffusive backtracking.\textsuperscript{21} To further study the process of transcription, more specifically the relationship between pausing and active elongation, including their activation energies and mechanisms, we investigated the temperature dependence of RNAP elongation using single-molecule experiments. A variable-temperature assay will not only allow us to gain more information about the rates involved in transcription, but will also shed more light on the role that RNAP plays in the cell’s ability to adapt to changes in temperature.

Our study used dual-trap optical tweezers equipped with a temperature-control module\textsuperscript{22–24} to measure the rate of transcription elongation and describe the pausing behavior of individual \textit{E. coli} RNAPs at temperatures ranging from 7 to 45 °C. The present assay addresses a varying force regime and a much wider temperature range than that of a previous study that used constant force and a laser heating method with which only a limited temperature range could be studied (21 to 37 °C).\textsuperscript{22} Through this study, we find that temperatures below room temperature (RT) greatly increase the probability of pausing—a feature that has allowed us to calculate precise values for the energetic barrier for pause entry as well as for the temperature dependence of elongation and pause entry rates. We have also verified that the pause distributions at every temperature tested are well fit by a single temperature-spread mechanism (diffusive backtracking of the enzyme along the DNA template) and are temperature independent. These new findings have allowed us to better understand the pausing mechanisms involved in transcription and even provided some insights on the role that pauses may play \textit{in vivo}.

**Results**

The experimental setup was composed of a single ternary complex consisting of RNAP, DNA template and nascent RNA tethered between two polystyrene beads in two optical traps (Fig. 1). Stalled complexes were held at position 70 downstream of the $\lambda$ P\sb{o} promoter of the DNA template by withholding cytidine triphosphate from the nucleoside triphosphate (NTP) cocktail (see Materials and Methods for details). The biotinylated polymerase was bound to an optically trapped, streptavidin-coated bead, while the downstream end of the template DNA (11,528 bp) was labeled with digoxigenin (dig) and attached to an anti-dig antibody-coated bead in a second optical trap. To reinitiate elongation, a complete set of NTPs was introduced into the flow cell at a saturating concentration of 1 mM. The two optical traps remained fixed during the passive-mode experiment and, therefore, the force loading the polymerase increased and was recorded in real time (10 kHz). Changes in bead-to-bead distance during transcription were converted into DNA contour length using the wormlike chain (WLC)\textsuperscript{25} model of DNA elasticity. The experiment was performed at different temperatures between 7 and 45 °C using a previously described temperature-control module.\textsuperscript{22} Figure 2 shows representative traces at four of the six experimental temperatures (14, 21, 37 and 45 °C are shown; 7 and 29 °C are not).

At all temperatures, the polymerase undergoes transcription periods (black) interrupted by pauses (red). It is interesting to note that at any given temperature the instantaneous velocity of the enzyme remains constant throughout the run until
the enzyme arrests. The RNAP was assumed to be in an arrested state if the enzyme ceased to transcribe and did not resume active elongation after having paused for 10 min or more.

For all of the temperatures investigated, elongation velocity was nearly constant and independent of force throughout the range investigated as shown in plots of the normalized pause-free velocities as a function of force (Supplementary Fig. 1). This observation suggests that in the temperature range from 7 to 45 °C and under NTP saturating conditions, the rate-limiting process is not the actual enzyme translocation but some other biochemical process (such as NTP incorporation). As temperature changes, the rates of both biochemical and translocation processes vary, respectively; however, the biochemical rate remains the limiting one.

The non-normalized $F$–$V$ curves (Supplementary Fig. 2) show an apparent gradual reduction in the velocity at high forces, a characteristic that has been observed in other single-molecule studies at RT. However, this feature is a reflection of the probabilistic spread in arrest forces, since the velocities of individual enzymes remain constant until their arrest. In turn, the observed force-induced arrest is consistent with the idea that under increased opposing forces, RNAP is likely to enter an off-pathway state (see Fig. 4b for the paused pathway). Thus, what we have termed an arrest force is strictly speaking not a thermodynamic stall force but a kinetic arrest or an operational force limit.

The maximum transcription rate at a given temperature corresponds to the velocity values at the plateaus of the $F$–$V$ plots (values for 7 and 45 °C are approximate; see Materials and Methods for details). Such pause-free velocities increase monotonically from 3 nt/s at 7 °C to 22 nt/s at 45 °C (Fig. 3a). Based on this information, an activation energy of transcription can be estimated by the Arrhenius equation:

$$\ln(k) = \ln(k_0) - \frac{\Delta G^e \ 1}{k_B T}$$

where $k$ is the rate constant, $k_0$ is the prefactor, $\Delta G^e$ is the elongation activation energy, $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant and $T$ is temperature. The plot of $\ln(k)$ versus $1/T$ is shown in Fig. 3b. This plot yields a constant activation energy ($\Delta G^e$) of 9.7±0.7 kcal/mol for RNAP pause-free transcription from 7 to 45 °C. This value is slightly smaller than the one obtained in previous single-molecule measurements (13±2 kcal/mol) and is similar to values obtained from in vivo studies of the growth of E. coli (13.5 kcal/mol and 11 kcal/mol) and the
37 °C, transcription and translation are correlated processes in *E. coli* and that both are rate limiting for cell growth. Below RT, however, the activation energy for bacterial growth (26.5 kcal/mol, Fig. 3b, gray line, diamonds) is significantly higher than the value obtained here with the analysis of pause-free velocities. Reasons for this apparent discrepancy will be discussed later. Similarly, for temperatures higher than 37 °C, the correlation between cell growth and transcription is lost, indicating that another process likely becomes rate limiting in this temperature range (Fig. 3b).

**Off-pathway mechanisms**

The pausing of RNAP at different temperatures was characterized by two parameters: the pause density and the pause duration. The pause density ($P_d$), defined as the number of pauses (longer than 1 s) per nucleotide transcribed (pauses/nt), decreased toward a constant level as temperature increased (Fig. 4a, 0.10±0.008 bp−1 at 7 °C to 0.02±0.003 bp−1 at 45 °C). Previously, Abbondanzieri *et al.* observed no significant change in the pausing pattern for individual RNAP molecules within their studied range (21 to 37 °C). Our results reveal instead that pause density has a strong temperature dependence below 21 °C and that the conclusion arrived at by the previous report reflects only the limited range of temperatures investigated in that study. This dependence has allowed us to obtain important kinetic parameters for pause entry by means of a simple kinetic model that is able to reproduce the observed experimental pause density values, as will now be described.

Past studies have found that pausing is a state off the main elongation pathway in kinetic competition with the elongating mechanism (Fig. 4b) (Ref. 11 and references therein). Following this model, the probability of being in the paused state ($P_p$) can be written as:

$$P_p = \frac{k_p}{k_e + k_p} = \frac{k_p e^{-\Delta G_p/k_b T}}{k_e e^{-\Delta G_e/k_b T} + k_p e^{-\Delta G_p/k_b T}} = \frac{(k_e/k_p) e^{-\Delta G_e/k_b T} + e^{-\Delta G_p/k_b T}}{e^{-\Delta G_e/k_b T} + k_p e^{-\Delta G_p/k_b T}},$$

where $k_p$ and $k_e$ are the prefactors for the paused and elongation rates, respectively, and $\Delta G_p$ and $\Delta G_e$ are the activation energies corresponding to an Arrhenius process. The pausing probability $P_p$ is directly proportional to the pause density ($P_d$) as described by $P_p = P_d d$, where $d$ is the step size of the enzyme, which is 1 nt in this case. As a result, $P_p = P_d$. When the measured value of $\Delta G_p$ is used, a two-parameter fit ($k_e/k_p$ and $\Delta G_e$) of the pause density using Eq. (2) gives an activation energy of 1.29±0.05 kcal/mol for the entry into the paused pathway (blue line, Fig. 4a, $R^2=0.90$). This value is much smaller than the activation energy of
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Fig. 4. Kinetics of elongation and pausing. (a) The pause density (pauses per nucleotide for pauses > 1 s) as a function of temperature. The fit to Eq. (2) (continuous line, \( R^2 = 0.9 \)) suggests a kinetic competition between the elongation and pausing pathways and gives an activation energy of 1.29 ± 0.05 kcal/mol for entry into a pause. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. (b) Simplest kinetic scheme. In this model \( k_p \) is a convolution of the rate constants of all the processes that take the enzyme from \( n \) to \( n+1 \), including all reversible and irreversible steps, making \( k_p \) an effective rate of transcription. In the same way, \( k_e \) is the effective rate for pause entry. Once in a pause, pauses are well described by diffusion in a one-dimensional energy potential backward along the DNA. The inset shows this diffusion schematically, where \( k_f \) and \( k_b \) are the forward and backward rates, respectively; \( \Delta G^f \) and \( \Delta G^b \) are the corresponding activation energies. The active site is represented by “1.” (c) Elongation (\( k_e \)) and pausing rates (\( k_p \)) versus temperature plotted using the Arrhenius equation and the values obtained for \( \Delta G^e, k_{e0}, \Delta G^p, \) and \( k_{p0} \) as described in the text. The elongation rate increases more rapidly than the pausing rate due to its increased activation energy. The starting force for all traces was 2 pN (5 pN for 21 °C). All runs go up to their arrest force.

e elongation, indicating that RNAP is an enzyme intrinsically prone to pause. Moreover, the magnitude of the activation energy to enter a pause is also within the range of thermal fluctuations, suggesting that the entry into the paused state is indeed spontaneous and thermally induced.

With the measured values of \( \Delta G^e (9.7 \pm 0.7 \text{ kcal/mol}) \) and \( k_{e0} [1.18 \times 10^8 \text{ nt/s}] \), from the y-intercept of Fig. 3b as described by the Arrhenius equation, Eq. (1), and the calculated values of \( \Delta G^p (1.29 \pm 0.05 \text{ kcal/mol}) \) and \( k_{p0} (3.69 \text{ nt/s}) \) from the previous fit, the rate constants of elongation (\( k_e \)) and pausing (\( k_p \)) at different temperatures can be plotted as shown in Fig. 4c. The plot reveals that the higher activation energy for elongation relative to that of pausing leads to a more rapid increase of the elongation reaction rate as temperature is raised. This prediction is consistent with the trend in pause density observed as a function of temperature (Fig. 4a). At low temperatures, the RNAP spends more time in the pausing pathway; however, as temperature increases, the enzyme is able to take more elongation steps before entering a pause. In fact, a rearrangement of Eq. (2) shows that

\[
P_p = P_{d} = \frac{k_p}{k_e} \text{I} + \frac{k_p}{k_e} \text{dwell time}
\]

and so this simple model predicts that for \( k_e \gg k_{p0} \), pause density would asymptotically approach a value of \( k_p/k_e \) and will tend to zero in the limit of infinite temperature. For the quantities measured here, the pause density above RT reaches an average value of 0.02 ± 0.003, which, as expected, is slightly higher than the asymptote value of 0.018 for the ratio \( k_p/k_e \) (taken from the rates at the highest temperature in this study, which is the best way to fulfill the condition \( k_e \gg k_p \) (Fig. 4a and c).

To investigate the pause durations, the time spent by the enzyme at every position along the template (“dwell time”) for the whole length of the run, including both active translocation and pausing, was determined (see Materials and Methods). The processes with short dwell times (<1 s per 2 nt) correspond to locations of active translocation (not shown), whereas those with longer dwell times (>1 s per 2 nt) correspond mostly to pauses. Figure 5 shows histograms representing dwell time probability distributions at different temperatures for dwell times greater than 1 s. Pause dwell times can be described by a \( t^{-3/2} \) power law (red line) consistent with a random walk during diffusive backtracking. As characterized for the eukaryotic RNAP II, this behavior implies that the pausing mechanism for RNAP is diffusion along the DNA template, initially backward, with the pause ending (and elongation resuming) when the polymerase is again realigned with the 3’ end of the transcript. We note that the sequence studied here contains no well-defined pause sequences, which might be expected to deviate from this mechanism. Deviations from power law behavior for pauses longer than 10 s can be attributed to the effect of an intrinsic forward force, whose
origin is currently being investigated (S. W. Grill and E. A. Galburt, personal communication). Nonetheless, the $t^{-3/2}$ power law better describes long pauses than a double-exponential fit (see 45 °C graph, black line, Fig. 5).

As predicted by the diffusive backtracking model, the $t^{-3/2}$ scaling of dwell time distributions should be independent of temperature. Here we show that the distributions in Fig. 5 do, in fact, verify this prediction. According to this model, the paused polymerase can be considered to diffuse among many intermediate states along the DNA. Once backtracked at a specific nucleotide position, the polymerase can either move forward toward the 3‘ end of the RNA or backtrack even further (Fig. 4b, inset), following a one-dimensional diffusion along the DNA template.

The equilibrium state of the enzyme at a particular nucleotide position $n$ can be expressed as:

$$K_{eq}^n = \frac{k_{f0}}{k_{b0}} e^{(\Delta G_{b}^n - \Delta G_{f}^n) / k_B T}$$

where $k_f$ and $k_b$ are the prefactors of the forward and backward diffusional motions, respectively, and $\Delta G_f^n$ and $\Delta G_b^n$ are the corresponding activation energies for RNAP at nucleotide position $n$ (Fig. 4b, inset). As RNAP diffuses while in the backtracked state, the energetic differences between specific base-pair configurations and their interaction with the polymerase could in principle generate local energy minima. However, a pseudorandom sequence like the one used in this experiment would not bias the average movement of the enzyme. Hence, the movement of the polymerase is dominated by an average barrier height with $\Delta G_b^n \approx \Delta G_f^n \approx \langle \Delta G \rangle$. Using this assumption, the exponent in Eq. (3) vanishes and, since the temperature dependence of the prefactors cancels out, leads to a temperature-independent equilibrium constant $K_{eq}^n$. The probability that RNAP moves forward toward the active site from an arbitrary nucleotide position $n$ is

$$P_f^n = \frac{k_f}{k_f + k_b} = \frac{1}{1 + K_{eq}^n}$$

Since $K_{eq}^n$ is temperature independent, this probability of return is not affected by temperature either. The dwell time distributions of Fig. 5 show that the $t^{-3/2}$ distribution is independent of temperature in accordance with the prediction of the backtracking model. This seemingly counterintuitive result can be understood qualitatively by imagining that a change in the temperature is equivalent to changing the polymerase’s diffusion coefficient, and so, in fact, this would only shift the entire dwell time distribution to shorter or longer times but would not change its shape. In fact, on the logarithmic scale of these plots and within the limited temperature range, this shift is not significant. In this simplified analysis, we have left out the effect of force, but it can be shown that for a particular average external force, temperature variations of this magnitude do not result in significant changes in $K_{eq}^n$. 

Fig. 5. Dwell time distributions for different temperatures. Dwell times longer than 1 s correspond mostly to pauses. The single-parameter backtracking fit of the form $A \cdot t^{-3/2}$ is shown by the red line. The diffusive backtracking model can describe long pauses better than a double-exponential fit (black line in 45 °C plot) with time constants 1.2 and 6 s.
As described above, continuous transcription in these experiments results in an increase of tension on the DNA tether. The force at which the polymerase ceases translocation for more than 10 min is defined as the arrest force. In the case of RNAP, this is not a thermodynamic arrest force, but is most likely a result of entry into the paused pathway and the subsequent inability of the enzyme to return to the elongation-competent state that leads to enzyme arrest. It follows that an increase in the probability of pausing (the pause density) will offer more opportunities for arrest to occur and, as a consequence, will result in lower arrest forces. Since, as we have observed, pause durations are temperature independent, we would expect the temperature dependence of the observed arrest force to be determined by the temperature dependence of the pausing probability. Specifically, we would foresee the arrest force to increase asymptotically with increasing temperature. In accordance with this prediction, our experimental data show an increase in the arrest force for temperatures below 21 °C (Fig. 6). Nevertheless, to our surprise, the arrest force does not reach an asymptote, but decreases for higher temperatures, presenting a maximum of 14±0.9 pN at RT. This result indicates that while the temperature dependence of the arrest forces below RT can be explained by the pause density decrease with temperature, another process dominates at higher temperatures. It is also interesting to note the asymmetry of this plot for temperatures above and below RT.

**Discussion**

In this study, we have found that the activation energy for transcription at the single-molecule level correlates very closely to the activation energy of cell growth, transcription and translation as measured in vivo within the so-called “normal” temperature range (21 to 37 °C). This result suggests that within this range, transcription and translation are processes coupled in the cell and that together these processes are rate limiting for cell growth. Furthermore, this assay has, for the first time, explored temperatures below RT, where, in contrast, the activation energy for cell growth is much bigger than the one calculated from the pause-free transcription rates at the single-molecule level. However, at the cellular level, the overall transcription rate (including pauses) is perhaps more important to the cell than the pause-free rates. In fact, for low temperatures (7 to 21 °C), the estimation of the activation energy using the average enzyme velocities (obtained including pauses), approximately doubles $\Delta G_e^\dagger$ to 19.4±2.2 kcal/mol. This is a consequence of the dramatic change in pause density for temperatures below RT (from 0.10±0.008 bp$^{-1}$ at 7 °C to 0.035±0.004 bp$^{-1}$ at 21 °C), a trend not observed for temperatures above RT, where pause density remains approximately constant and where the calculation of the activation energy is independent of the chosen velocity (average or pause-free). This new value of $\Delta G_e^\dagger$ is much closer to the activation energy for bacterial growth at low temperature (26.5 kcal/mol, 13.5 to 21 °C). It is remarkable that by the inclusion of pauses in the *in vitro* transcription velocities we are able to recover the trends observed *in vivo* (Fig. 3b, red dots). This observation suggests that pausing may play an important role *in vivo* in the cell’s response to temperature change. We further speculate that bacteria could use pausing as an added level of regulation and perhaps as a way of synchronizing processes in the cell as it adapts to changes in its environment (Ref. 8 and references therein).

This study has also found the arrest force to be unexpectedly peaked at 21 °C, an observation that raises several questions. First, why does the arrest force not continue to follow the trend posed by the pause density for temperatures above RT and, most importantly, what other mechanism is now responsible for the arresting of the enzyme? We hypothesize that at temperatures higher than RT, the thermal stability of the enzyme might decrease and lead to force-assisted partial “melting” of the enzyme. Another possibility is that the enzyme itself is most stable at RT as has been found for other proteins such as RNaseH (H.M., unpublished results). Finally, it is also possible that as the polymerase transcribes faster, the probability of hypertranslocated states increases, which could then lead to arresting. Nevertheless, further investigation is needed in order to determine the process or processes that contribute to the decrease of the arrest force at high temperatures. Secondly, why is the peak of the arrest force located at 21 °C instead of at 37 °C, the optimum temperature for bacterial growth? From this result, we speculate that perhaps bacterial cells have not been evolutionally optimized to withstand high forces at their optimum.
temperature. The magnitude of the forces against which RNAP has to transcribe in vivo is not known, but perhaps forces inside the cell remain smaller than 12 pN, the enzyme’s arrest force at 37 °C, and therefore such a lower arrest force would not present a problem. Alternatively, the low arrest force observed at 37 °C could be used by the cell as an additional regulatory mechanism: such marginal mechanical properties of the enzyme would allow for regulation of function via the participation of elongation factors such as GreA and GreB.

Finally, the pausing histograms have shown that most, if not all, pauses of the prokaryotic RNAP are diffusive backtracks along the DNA as was originally proposed for the eukaryotic one. This further underscores the functional homology between these two systems and suggests the genetic conservation of the pausing mechanisms.

Materials and Methods

DNA construct

The DNA template was prepared from pPIA2-6,10 a plasmid that contains a λ-PX promoter. The plasmid was double-digested with EagI [New England Biolabs (NEB), Ipswich, MA] and NdeI (NEB) and later dephosphorylated using Antarctic phosphatase (NEB). A 966-bp digested handle was made by amplifying (PCR) a pEIB plasmid23 using dig-labeled nucleotides and then purifying using a Qiagen PCR purification kit (Qiagen Inc. (USA), Valencia, CA). This fragment was then digested with EagI and ligated to the previously digested pPIA2-6. Finally, to purify the DNA construct, the ligated products were run on a 0.7% agarose gel. The band corresponding to the desired length (11,528 bp) was cut and loaded into an Elutrap to recover the DNA.

Stall complex preparation and transcription reaction

The stall complex was prepared by first incubating 3.78 nM of DNA prepared above with 40 μM of biotinylated RNAP (a gift from Irina Artsimovitch, Ohio State University) for 15 min at 37 °C in a buffer containing 20 mM Tris–HCl, 20 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 20 mM DTT and 0.2% NaNO3. The transcription buffer had a pH of 7.9 adjusted at individual experimental temperatures ranging from 7 to 45 °C. After incubation, heparin (0.4 mg/ml) (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was added to eliminate polymerases nonspecifically bound to the DNA. This was followed by a supply of 1 mM sodium pyrophosphate. The translocation of RNAP has to transcribe on the tether, which was measured by the displacement of the beads from the trap center. Thus, the forces for each run increase from 2 pN (5 pN for 21 °C) to the arrest force. As the polymerase translocated along the DNA, the beads were pulled closer to each other, increasing the force on the tether. The temperature inside the flow cell was monitored by a buried thermocouple and was maintained constant up to ±1 °C.

Data collection and analysis

As the polymerase translocated along the DNA, the pause density histograms have shown that the velocities and pause densities varied with temperature as measured by Mao and Arias-Gonzalez et al. (unpublished results).

Data collected were filtered with both a Gaussian filter with a standard deviation of 700 ms and a Savitzky-Golay filter with a time constant of 2.5 ms. Velocities were then calculated by taking the derivatives of the time-dependent position of the enzyme along the template. The measurement of the velocity at 7 °C was limited by the signal-to-noise ratio, which decreased significantly as the enzyme slowed down. At 45 °C, the spread in the velocity distribution increased the error in the measurement. Pauses were removed by using both a threshold velocity and a threshold dwell time (time spent at a given nucleotide), with a value of 2 or 3 standard deviations from the average velocity and dwell time, adjusted based on the signal-to-noise ratio. Traces were visually inspected to verify that all observable pauses were correctly marked. The algorithms used for pause selection were shown to correctly identify pauses longer than 1 s. Once the pauses were identified, pause density was calculated by dividing the number of pauses in each trace by the total number of nucleotides transcribed. These values were then averaged to get an average pause density for each temperature. The pooling of the data within the experimental force range is justified by the fact that both velocity and pause density (pauses/nt) are independent and/or very weakly dependent on force.21
Dwell time histograms and fits

Dwell times, defined as the time the polymerase remains at a particular nucleotide (seconds per nucleotide), were calculated from the time required for the polymerase to advance by 2 nt along the template (the estimated spatial resolution of the filtered data). Dwell times shorter than 1 s were attributed to periods of pausing. Dwell time histograms were calculated with variable bin sizes, such that each point corresponds to three events (measured dwell times); the bin size is given by the range of these three dwell times. The probability density for each bin (s⁻¹) was calculated as the number of counts (3 in this case) divided by (total number of counts) × (bin size). These probability histograms were fit for all dwell times greater than 2 s with the unbiased diffusive backtracking model: \( P(t) = A \cdot t^{3/2} \) (Fig. 5, red line). Fits were taken from 2 s instead of 1 s because of undercounting in the histograms due to the 700-ms filter used for the filtering of the data.
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